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About This Game
The battle between humans and the devil was a very long time. The victory was for the humanity many years ago. The sectarians
tried to summon Satan, but it was in vain. But 5d3b920ae0
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Bad game. Contain lots of errors.. Wow, what are great game! Very addictive and deep. Combat system in simple and unique..
Started out liking gme but then ran into bugs. I avoided that actions that caused the game to crash until I reached a point that I
could go no further because it stopped working. Basically paid for an unplayable game.. Gooooood game! +cards +huge world
+interesting story +cool adventures 6/10. i need my blow7 dude. Started out liking gme but then ran into bugs. I avoided that
actions that caused the game to crash until I reached a point that I could go no further because it stopped working. Basically paid
for an unplayable game.. The translation is awful. I got this game because the plot looked interesting, but it doesn't really matter
if you can't figure out what is going on. From the very tutorial there are blocks of untraslated text, and it only got worse once i
got to the first town. I can't even begin to imagine how bad it gets later on if they couldn't even be bothered with the very
beginning of the game.
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